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Measurable gains for students
ESSA Tier II studies show users of Newsela products saw 3 additional months of literacy growth in ELA and 10 additional months of social studies instruction.
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Instructional resources that connect and deliver
Teach skill-building strategies key skills  without ever sacrificing engagement with rigorous, standards-aligned activities, quizzes and resources that connect with students' interests, background knowledge, and lived experiences.



Skill-building



Comprehensive



Relevant



Differentiated








Premium products
Newsela premium products are a win for everyone. Teachers get to pick content and activities that level up their lessons. Schools and districts get rich data across classrooms. Plus, every student is supported.


Explore all

Newsela ELA
Learn more

Newsela Social Studies
Learn more

Newsela Science
Learn more

Formative
Learn more


Get a preview
Newsela Lite and Formative Bronze provide a taste of our premium content, activities, and real-time data. Sign up for free.


Try Newsela LiteTry Formative Bronze

Keep up with Newsela
Stay connected with Newsela to explore what's new for this school year.

CALENDAR
Monthly Content Calendar
Timely Newsela resources for each weekday of the month. 

Download



What your peers are saying
See all success stories“A lot of teachers are finding Formative is a time-saver... That flexibility and simplicity in collaborating has been really useful.”

Ann
Professional Development Coach 
 South Carolina


“We chose Newsela because of the complexity of the texts, and accompanying quiz questions. It provides the rigor and consistency students need to answer higher-level questions."

Bianca
Professional Development Administrator
California


“Through using Newsela Social Studies, we were able to provide upper-grade level teachers with content resources that were appropriate for their grade, but scaffolded to address lower reading levels.”

Michelle
Professional Development Administrator 
 California


"Newsela brings the world inside of a classroom in a way that is accessible for students! It's easy for a teacher to tell students, but showing is much harder. Authentic texts that bring science to life are invaluable."

Elizabeth
7th Grade Science 
 Atlanta, Georgia


"The accessibility of the text at five different levels was by far the most meaningful for us! Students could choose articles at five different reading levels, which wasn't always offered for Social Studies texts. They could engage with the text at a level that allowed them to grow as independent readers comfortable and actively participate in class discussions and writing experiences."

Rachel
Middle School
New Jersey
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Inspire the desire to learn today.

Ready to engage, support, and grow every learner?


Get in touch with our team






